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APPENDIX

GROUND-MOTION SIMULATION METHOD

INTRODUCTION

Ground motions recorded on a seismometer or incident upon the base of a

structure may be considered the response of a series of filters or operators
acting on the energy radiated from the source. These operators include the
source. dislocation function itself, the Green's function (or the elastic
response of the medium), and the effective attenuation operator (which
includes anelastic absorption as well as the effects of scattering). Some

aspects of source radiation and wave propagation are well enough understood to
allow deterministic parameterization. Other aspects, however, are not
sufficiently known and must be approximated, either theoretically or
empirically. Finally, random processes'n both source radiation and

prqpagation may be characterized by a probability distribution, but cannot be

specifically known.

Purely theoretical approaches to ground-motion simulation suffer from the
need to parameterize unknown aspects of the problem, a shortcoming that
becomes more acute with higher frequencies. Purely empirical approaches are
limited by the lack of recorded ground motions from events with similar source
and propagation characteristics. This oresults in the use of scaling factors
which are approximations, particularly at high frequencies. The empirical
Green's function method initially suggested by Hartzell (1978) was the first
of many hybrid techniques. Rupture propagation and radiation pattern were

specified deterministically, while the point source spectrum and propagation
effects were included empirically. The weak points in the method are the need

for an adequate sampling in both range and source depth of empirical Green's
functibns, and the implicit assumption that radiation and propagation from an

extended source may be simulated by lagging and summing the responses from
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~smaller events. The former is a severe problem at the current time for the

DCPP site; adequate empirical Green's functions are simply not available at
the site for sources on the Hosgri fault. The latter includes issues of
scaliqg and self-similarity, as well as numerical problems due to fault
discretization, which must also be addressed in the simulation technique used

in this study.

The semi-empirical ground-motion simulation technique described in this
report is an empirical source function technique derived from Hadley, et al.
(1982). It includes, we believe, a balance of the deterministic, stochastic
and empirical aspects of source and propagation that enables accurate
simulations of ground motions to high frequencies. Gross aspects of rupture
and wave propagation are modeled deterministically using theoretical Green's

functions. Stochastic elements simulate fault irregularity as well as

minimizing numerical effects of fault discretization. Finally, details of the
radiated source spectrum including the frequency-dependent radiation pattern,
and unmodeled propagational aspects such as scattering are included

~

~

~

empirically. The method provides a measure of flexibilitynot possible with a

purely empirical approach (e.g., we can move the site, or alter the fault
geometry or velocity structure model). Although lacking somewhat in physical
insight relative to purely theoretical approaches, the method produces far
more realistic seismograms than current seismological theory alone can

provide.

In the remainder of this report, the details of the simulation method

will be described, including some aspects being considered, but not yet
implemented. First, the discretization of the fault will be presented,
followed by the kinematic representation of rupture propagating across the
fault. The computation of the theoretical Green's functions will then be

discussed, including a critical evaluation of the adequacy of these functions.
Next, the choice and scaling of the empirical source functions is presented,
along with an innovative approach that includes the frequency dependence of
the radiation pattern, Rupture dynamics are then considered, including the
specification of asperities or barriers, as well as moment and rise time
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t scaling. The method is then summarized and evaluated in terms of the adequacy

of sampling of the radiation pattern for a site close to the fault. Finally,
methods of visualizing the composition of the simulated seismograms, which are

available only from theoretical or semi-empirical approaches are presented.

FAULT MODEL

The general approach used is illustrated schematically in Figure 1. The

fault for the simulated event is discretized into a series of fault elements.

For each element, the source radiation is represented by an empirical source

function. This is convolved with a theoretical Green's function appropriate
for the particular element-to-site geometry. A receiver function correction
is applied to account for differences in medium properties and incidence
angles between the site and the location from which the source function was

recorded. Finally, the responses from all of the elements are summed to yield

The area of the simulated (main) event fault is determined by the seismic
moment and static stress drop desired. For a circular fault, the radius could
be determined according to the relation from Brune (1970):

Thus, for a moment magnitude 7 event (M 3.6 x 10 ~ dyne-cm) and a static
stress drop of 1QO bars (1 x 10~ dyne/cm~), the radius is 11.6 km and the

fault area is 425 km'. However, for earthquakes with magnitudes larger than

about 6.5, the limited depth of the seismogenic zone causes the fault to be

elongated horizontally, and the circular fault area may not be valid. Scholz

(1982) suggests that in such cases, the mean slip is proportional to. fault
length. This means that, for a given static slip, instead of seismic moment

being proportional to area (L x W), it is proportional to LzW. If the maximum

width of a vertical strike-slip fault at DCPP is 9 km, Scholz (1982, his
Figure 8) gives a fault area of 741 km', or a fault length of 82 km.
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Constraints on fault length may be obtained from geologic information, so that~
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assuming a particular seismic moment for an earthquake on the Hosgri fault is
actually a definition of the average slip or static stress drop of the event.

The area of each fault element is determined by the seismic moment and

static stress drop of the small earthquake that generated the empirical source

function to be used for that element. As long as a single event contributed
the empirical source functions, the fault elements will have equal area. For

example, using the Brune (1970) relation for a moment of 0.5 x 10'~ dyne-cm

and a stress drop of'00 bars for the Imperial Valley aftershock, the element
area should be 2.1 km'about 1.5 km x 1.5 km). For the main event area
determined by the Brune (1970) relation, the fault would be divided into 202

elements. Similarly, using the Scholz (1982) strike-slip area, the fault
would consist of 353 elements.

The strike and dip of the main event are specified and, along with the
total fault area, determine the number of fault elements along strike and down

dip. The extent of faulting down-dip is limited by the depth of. the
seismogenic zone (about 12 km) as well as a minimum depth (about 2 km) above

which there is insufficient strength for seismic slip. The direction of the
slip vector (the rake) is constant over the fault. The location of the
receiver or site is specified in distance parallel and perpendicular to the
fault from its center, and determines the azimuth from each element to the
site.

RUPTURE KINEMATICS

Rupture initiates at the hypocenter and propagates outward at the
predefined rupture velocity. The hypocenter may be specified outside of the
fault area so that the initial rupture front consists of an arc or, in the
limit, a line. Ordinarily, the hypocenter is located within the fault area
and rupture propagates outward along a circular rupture front. The rupture
velocity may be parameterized as a constant value, or may be defined as some
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fraction of the local shear velocity. In the currently available velocity
structure model for the DCPP site (see Table 1), the entire fault is located

within a single layer with properties of the Franciscan formation, so these

two parameterizations of rupture velocity are equivalent.

A fault element begins to radiate energy when the rupture front reaches

that element. In order to avoid artificial periodicities due to the

discretization of the fault plane, and in order to approximate the

irregularities in rupture propagation, we have incorporated a stochastic
element in the fault element turn-on time. As illustrated in Figure 2, the

turn-on time, T is a random time between the times that the rupture front
enters the element, t, and leaves the element, tb. Initially To was

determined using the white random number generator on the Prime computer.

However, the degree of variation in the timing of the rupture front was deemed

excessive. We now generate To from random numbers with a Gaussian probability
distribution centered about (t~ + tb)/2. The Gaussian random numbers (Ro) are

obtained by summing, and then scaling, twelve numbers from the white random

number generator (Rob Clayton, personal communication). For white, random

numbers (Rw) in the interval (0.,1.)

l2

R~ O.S+ e g R~(0., 1.) —6 (2)

which is centered about 0.5 with a standard deviation of cr. Then

Test computations indicate that summing twelve random numbers yields a

Gaussian distribution with adequate accuracy. The standard deviation of the

probability distribution may be specified. Presently the probability that T,
is within (t,t ) is at the three standard deviation level, or a confidence
level of 99.7%. The standard deviation may be varied in order to determine

the sensitivity of the results to this parameter. In order to enable

simulations to be repeated, the random numbers generated during one run may be

saved and reused in a later simulation.
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WAVE PROPAGATION

The chief benefit of the empirical source function method over the

empirical Green' function method is the ability to accurately account for
wave propagation effects at ranges, and source depths for which observed

records are not available at the site. The chief drawback is that limited
information on subsurface structure and the approximations necessary in the
computation of synthetic seismograms limit the accuracy of theoretical Green's

functions, particularly at high frequencies. We can expect, therefore, to
account accurately only for certain deterministic aspects of wave propagation.
We must assume that the unknown or stochastic aspects are adequately
represented by the empirical source functions. That is, we assume that
unmodeled complexities in wave propagation, such as scattering, multipathing
and near-receiver reverberations are similar to those implicitly included in
the empirical source functions. As more detailed information on the
subsurface structure at the DCPP site becomes available, more and more of
these complexities may be incorporated in the theoretical Green's functions.
As the Green's functions evolve to reflect more accurately the wave

propagation phenomena at the DCPP site, the simulation procedure becomes more

site-specific, rather than merely site-similar.

Com utational Method

For each fault element, synthetic seismograms are computed using the
" method of generalized rays (Helmberger and Harkrider, 1978). The response is

computed for a point source located at the center of the fault element with
propagation through a plane-layered medium. Rays corresponding to the direct,
upgoing P and S waves as well as primary reflections from each layer interface
beneath the source are included. Mode conversions, reverberations and surface
waves are not included. Since radiation pattern and receiver function are
implicitly included in the empirical source functions, the synthetic Green's
functions do not contain these factors; the Green's functions are essentially
the response of the medium for P, SV and SH potentials.. Specifically, the
Green's functions are given by the equations
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evaluated over the Cagniard contour for each of the n rays. Three (P, SV and

SH) step responses are computed for each fault element-site pair, taking
advantage of symmetries in the fault geometry. These are saved in binary
form, to be read by any simulation making use of that geometry. The ray
parameter of the first arriving ray (typically the upgoing direct ray) is also
saved. This is used in the simulation in the computation of theoretical
radiation pattern and the receiver function correction.

~Ade uec ot the ~Re Suug

The adequacy of the ray sum used in the computation of the theoretical
Green's functions may be evaluated by comparison with complete synthetic
seismograms computed using the frequency-wavenumber (F-K) integration method

of Barker (1984). F-K synthetics are prohibitively expensive and time-consum-

ing for the DCPP simulations, in which high-frequency accuracy is desired and

the details of fault-site geometry and subsurface structure are expected to
change. Since they include all arrivals including mode conversions,
reverberations and surface waves, however, they are useful as a calibration of

/
the economical but incomplete generalized ray synthetics.

Synthetic seismograms were computed using the F-K method for the bottom
row of elements in the strike-slip fault model; a depth of 9.5 km and ranges
from 6 to 46 km (see Table 2 for receiver parameters)'. The structure model

used is given in Table 1, and includes intrinsic absorption (Q) required for
computational stability (the Q structure is arbitrary). The source mechanism
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is vertical strike slip, and the receiver is located 5.8 km east of the fault.
A Brune (1970) source time function is assumed, with a corner frequency of 5

Hz and seismic moment of 1.0 x 10z4 dyne-cm. Frequencies up to 10 Hz are

considered'. Profiles of the resulting three-component particle velocity
synthetics are shown in Figure 3. As indicated by the travel-time curves, the

first arrival on the vertical and radial components is the direct, upgoing P

wave (P).. Beyond about 25 km, it is followed by the P wave post-critically
reflected from the base of the Franciscan layer (P<P). The next major phase

(and the first arrival on the tangential component) is the direct, upgoing S

wave (S), which is followed beyond 25 km by the S>S phase. Minor phases

include the Moho reflections (P<P and SNS) as well as phases which undergo

mode conversions upon reflection (SzP, P>S, S<P and P<S). The notable
complexi,ty in the vertical S wavetrain is due to mode conversions from S to P

waves at the top of the Franciscan, which are then trapped in the shallow
sedimentary waveguide. Similar shallow mode conversions effect the radial P

wavetrain, but the converted S waves are not trapped in the sediments.
Realistic lateral variations in the shallow structure would tend to disrupt~

~

~

~these waveguide reverberations ~ The effect of attenuation may be seen in the
difference in pulse width between P and S waves, although the range dependence

is only slight. A near-field arrival may be seen as the low-amplitude step
preceding the tangential S wave. Similarly, the onset of the Rayleigh wave

may be seen as a low-frequency rider on the vertical and radial S wavetrain at
the greatest ranges. These low-frequency phenomena become insignificant in
acceleration.

For purposes of comparison, the generalized ray responses for the P, SV

and SH potentials (the Green's functions) must be combined with receiver
functions to yield vertical, radial and tangential components of motion. In
addition, radiation pattern must be included and an effective attenuation
operator applied. We approximate receiver function and radiation pattern by
constants using the geometric ray parameter of the direct P or S wave. That
is,
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where M is seismic moment, D(t) is the time derivative of the dislocation time

function, p is the density at the source, and Q(t) is an attenuation operator.
The horizontal radiation pattern terms depend on azimuth, strike (tI) Azimuth

Strike), dip (S) and rake (A) and are given by

1

A,(O,A.,6) - sin20cosA,sin 6+ -cos20sin A,sin26

A,(O,A.,6) - cosOcosAcos6-sin Osin A cos26

A,(8, A.,6) - -sin A.sin 26
1 (6)

1A,(0;A.,6) - cos 20 cos A sin 6- -sin 20 sin A sin 26

As(O,A..6) -sinOcosA,cos6 —cos&sinA.cos26

Using the medium velocities near the source, and setting p-po, the vertical
radiation pattern terms are

2

C~ 2e pri

C,=(p'-2tt'.)

SV, --epgz

SV z(g zp )

SVs 3epgz

1

SH I p2

6 Qg
SH2 P'P

(7)
where t.'l for the upgoing ray, or 1 for a diving ray. Similarly, using
theomedium properties at the surface, the receiver functions are

2tt.(ttz*- p')
O'(P)

4rjarI p p
O'(P)

40cQg P

O'(P)
2'tz( tz p )

O'(P)
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where

R(s )-(a',-s ') ~v.v,s '
Futterman (1962) Q(t) operator was assumed using average t values (Table 2)

determined for each receiver using the Q structure listed in Table 1. The

radiation pattern is calculated for the vertical strike-slip mechanism, and we

apply the Brune (1970) source time function used previously.

The resulting three-component particle velocity synthetics are plotted in
Figure 4. Once again, the major phases are the direct P and S waves and the
post-critical reflections from the base of the Franciscan formation (PzP and

S>S). These phases match the timing and amplitude of their F-K counterparts
(Figure 3) quite well. Xn fact, the tangential components nearly overlay.
Complexities in the vertical S and radial P wavetrains due to sediment-layer
reverberations are not included in the generalized ray synthetics. However,

as discussed above, these features of the F-K synthetics may be somewhat

unrealistic. Overall, it appears that the generalized ray Green's functions
~

~

include all phases of importance for simulated accelerations for this source
depth.

For shallower sources, we expect increased surface wave excitation and

more energy trapped in the shallow sediment waveguide. These effects are not
included in the Green's functions. However, at this time, the details of the
upper crustal structure at the DCPP site are unknown. Further, F-K.synthetics
computed for a shallow source in a structure such as in Table 1 may be

considered unrealistic, because they do not reflect the expected lateral
variations in structure near the surface. These effects may best be

represented by generalized ray Green's functions for propagation through the
plane-layered portion of the structure, modified by numerical estimates of the
response due to three-dimensional structure near the site. Three-dimensional
propagation effects will be discussed below.
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Attenuation

An estimate of the effective attenuation of propagation is ~ implicitly
included in the empirical source functions. It includes absorption due to

both anelastic effects and scattering, and is frequency dependent. For the

source functions obtained from the Imperial Valley aftershock, there is a

strong vertical gradient in seismic velocities (Fuis, et al., 1982) and

effective Q (Liu, 1983). This means that most of the attenuation is localized
within the near-surface layers immediately beneath the receivers and, since
the rays propagate near vertically through these layers, there is very little
range dependence in the average attenuation of the Imperial Valley. Anderson

and Hough (1984) suggest that this is a general observation, so attenuation
may be relatively range independent for empirical source functions derived
from the Coalinga aftershock or other events as well.

At the present time, the detailed Q structure at the DCPP site is not
known. We suspect, however, that Q at the site is higher than that of the
Imperial Valley, and perhaps lower than that at Coalinga. In addition,
because. the velocity gradient may not be as strong, attenuation may be

somewhat more range dependent at the site than in the Imperial Valley. On the
other hand, fault geometries that dip under the site produce more vertically
propagating energy and, therefore, less range dependence of Q. The frequency
dependence of attenuation at the DCPP site is unknown, but may be similar to
that in the Imperial Valley and at Coalinga. Therefore, differences in
frequency-independent Q between the source function events and the DCPP site
may be corrected by including a differential Q operator in the computation of
the theoretical Green's functions at the site. Products delivered to date do

not include a differential Q correction.

Anderson and Hough (1984) demonstrate that the high-frequency roll-off in
the acceleration spectrum of California earthquakes at about 10 Hz, termed

f~~ by Hanks (1982), may be interpreted as an attenuation-like effect if the
amplitude spectrum is plotted in linear frequency rather than in log
frequency. Whether f is caused by attenuation near the surface (Hanks,
1982) or due to band-limited radiation from a cohesive zone at the source
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(Papageorgiou and Aki, 1983), differences between f~~ at the DCPP site and at

the source function event locations may be corrected by a differential Q-type

operator. When quantitative estimates of f~~ at the DCPP site become

available, such correction may be applied.

The theoretical Green's functions computed for the site include only the

far- field response terms .. Near- field terms may be included by computing

higher-order terms in the asymptotic expansion of the Bessel function, but
this causes some numerical instability for rays propagating near vertically
(as horizontal range approaches zero). The frequency-wavenumber integration
synthetic seismogzams shown in Figure 3 include the near-field terms

explicitly. The only noticeable effect in these velocity seismograms,

however, is the 1ow amplitude step preceding the tangential S wave at 6.14 hn.

overall, the good agreement in the comparison of generalized ray and F-K

synthetics indicates that, at least for the ranges and frequencies of
interest, neaz-field effects are minor and may be neglected. Iwg-period
phenomena such as "f1ing (Bolt, personal communication) may reflect
near-field pzocessec and therefore will not be adequately simulated, however.

If deemed necessary, near-field terms may be included in the simulations, with
necessary increases in computational time and cost.

~ gg~ec tt.

The effects of non-planar subsuzface structure may influence the

ground-motion characteristics at the DCPP site. Focusing and defocusing
effects are dependent upon both* azimuth and incidence angle, and so will vary
foz energy emanating from diffezent portions of the simulated fault. At the
present time, preliminary information on subsurface topography and

three-dimensional velocity structure has been obtained from the Geology/Seis-
mology/Geophysics (GSG) progzam. We have been testing these preliminary
models and calibrating techniques using two-dimensional computer codes: a

finite difference progzam (Vidale, et al., 1985) and a ray tracing program

(Cerveny, ot al., 1977). As more detailed models become available, we intend
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to implement a three-dimensional ray tracing code (currently written for
two-dimensional structures) by Lee and Langston (1983). This program uses the

method of principal curvatures to compute geometric spreading, and is accurate

in the presence of caustics. The three-dimensional response w'll be applied
as an operator to the generalized ray Creen's functions.

In simulating coherence at, the DCPF site, we wish to compute ground
motions at, a number of locations with small separation relative to the range
from the source to the site. Since the plane-layered Green's functions will
be essentially identical at these locations, the effect of this separation is
a slight perturbation in travel time. Therefore, prior to the implementation
of a site response in our simulations, we simulate coherence by computing the
time perturbations due to range perturbations from each fault element. These

time perturbations are then applied to responses computed using the
unperturbed Green's functions. For a location separated by SN and SE in the
north and east directions, respectively, and. an azimuth from a given fault
element of AZ,

6R 6hf cos AZ ~ 6E sin AZ

6t~ p,6R (10)
where p, is the ray parameter of the first arriving P or S wave at the
unperturbed location.

Xn the computation of theoretical Creen's functions, there is a trade-off
between completeness and lower cost and computational time. The frequen-
cy-wavenumber integration synthetic seismograms yield complete waveforms, but
the cost of computation to high frequencies is prohibitive. Generalized ray
synthetic sef.smograms are very accurate at high frequencies and are
computationally efficient, but are necessarily incomplete. Because informa;
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tion on subsurface structure and source-site geometry has been pexiodicolly
x'efined, the Green' functions have been recomputed several times duzing the

course of the study. This evolutionary process has dictated the use of the

generalized ray mechod in the computation of the Green's functions.

As information becomes available from the GSG program, the cheozetical
Green'a funct;Eono will be recomputed eo include, if necessary: a) changes in
faulg geometzy, including fault length, depth extent of che saismogenic zone,

stzQce and dip; b) changes in soux'ce-site geometry, including the distance to
the fault and the locacion of the site along strike; c) more detailed velocity
structure models, including velocity gradients thzough the Franciscan
formation; d) differential attenuation and f~ effects; e) near-field terms:
and f) non-planar structure beneath the site.

EMPZRZCAL SOURCE FUNCTIOHS

An empirical source function, as used in the semi-empirical machod,
0

xepzosents a single estimate of tho source radiation from a given fault
oloment. Wile cho form of the radiated souzce spectrum may be specified
detax'ministically, high-fzequoncy details are ganezally unknown. The

empiri,cal source function includes the detailed source spectrum, but also
implicitly includes estimates of ocher unknown or stochastic effects of the
source ~ and propagati.on. These includo near-soux'ce and naaz-xeceiver
scattering, near-receiver frequency-dependent attenuati.on, unmodeled propaga-
tional complexity such as mulcipathing and reverberations, as well as

radiation pattern incoherence. Xn the empirical souxco function method, we

must 'assume that those unknown and stochastic effects are similar on average
ac the DCPP site to those of tho event which supplied che empirical source
funccions. For example, although we may ba able to correct gross differences
in Q between si.tos, we may wish to assume chac tha frequency dependence of Q

similar. In summary, we may say that tha method is site-similar, x'ather
than sito-specific.

-14-
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Choice of ~Em irice Source Functions

We apply several criterxa in the selection of empirical source functions.
First, they must be recorded from an earthquake small enough to be considered

a point source for the ranges at which we wish to simulate ground motions.

They must also . be from sources large enough to produce recordings with

adequate signal-to-noise ratios and in order to minimize the amount of scaling
required to simulate large events. Earthquakes with magnitudes about 5 (or
seismic moments between 102 and 10 dyne-cm) appear to be of optimal size.
The recordings of empirical source functions should be made at short range.

This not only minimizes the propagation effects included in the recording, but

also simplifies the correction for these effects. Generally. ranges within one

source depth are adequate. We require accurate estimates of the source and

receiver locations, as well as the source parameters seismic moment and rise
time. These are non-trivial requirements since accurate source location
usually requires an array of stations and moment estimates from long-period
recordings are marginal for events as small as magnitude 5. Finally, we

require an adequate sampling of the source spectrum and the radiation pattern.
The importance'f this requirement will become apparent in a later 'section,
but this generally limits candidate events to those with recordings well
distributed about the hypocenter.

We have identified the 23:19 aftershock of the October 15, 1979 Imperial
Valley earthquake and the May 9, 1983 (02:49) aftershock of the Coalinga

earthquake as fitting these criteria. An example of the SH and SV particle
velocity data from the Imperial Valley aftershock, along with synthetics for
the best fitting one-source model (Liu and Helmberger, 1985), is shown in
Figure 5.

s m

The recorded seismograms which will serve as

include the effects of propagation from the
empirical source functions
source to the recording

instrument., If these were simply convolved with theoretical Green's

functions, the resulting synthetics would include two propagation terms. We
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must, therefore, correct the source function for its propagation term before
convolving with the Green's functions. The correction which is most

consistent with the usage intended for the source functions is a deconvolution
of the recording with a theoretical Green's function from the source function
event to the receiver. Due to zeros in the spectrum, however, deconvolution
is typically an unstable procedure.

Since the recordings of the source functions are, from ranges less than
one source depth, the synthetic response functions are quite simple (usually a

step). In this case, the deconvolution amounts to division by a constant, G„
which is the amplitude of the step function. For a recorded seismogram, S(t),
the corrected empirical source function is therefore

S (t) S(t)
(11)

Another estimate of Go may be obtained by comparing the maximum amplitude of
the seismogram with its maximum af ter convolution with the step function.
That is

max(S(t)*G(t))
max(S(t)) (12)

~ where G(t) corresponds to P(t), 0(t) or g(t) as in Eq. 4, but now computed for
the P, SV and SH waves from . the source function event to the recording
instrument. In the current implementation, if the synthetic response function
is too complex to allow this approximate correction, we exclude the observed
record from those considered as empirical source functions. We have chosen an

approximate, but numerically stable method of correcting the empirical source
functions for propagation. If necessary, such as if a path-dependent Q

correction must be made, a deconvolution may be performed.

The empirical source functions also include an estimate of the
frequency-dependent receiver functions. That is, they include the angular
decomposition of the P, SV and SH wavefields onto vertical, radial and

tangential components, as well as amplification effects due to the medium
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properties at the surface. Since the velocity structure at the DCPP site is
some~hat different from the receiver structure of the empirical source

functions, and since incidence angles can be quite di,fferent, a correction
must be applied to the estimated receiver functions. In the simulation
procedure, this correction is performed by multiplying the empirical source
function by the ratio of theoretical wholespace receiver functions. For

windowed empirical source functions denoted by Ps, P>, SU<, SV< and SH<, the
corrected source functions are

a~ cost~ a, cosis
~ z - f ~ .

——. P z ~ fs ——.
ascosi > a>sintI

a
~
sin tg a

~
sin tg

P ~~$ )
— Pz+fa
a~cost~ assini,

P ) sin t~ P, sint,SV'z g~ ——SVz ~ g >
—. SYzP,sin t, ' p,cos4 (13)

P ( coshg P) costs
SV e f~ SVz~ft SY

Pqsint~ 'ecos

P) sin tg
S H'v ——.. S

Pgslni>

where a~, pl and il are the P and S velocities and incidence angle at the
source function receiver and az, pz and i> are similar parameters at the DCPP

site. Generally, the observed PR and SU< records are quite noisy and tend to
contaminate the'orrected source functions. In these cases, we obtain both
components 'of the P-wave source function from Ps and both components of the SU

source function from SU> by setting the factors fl « 1.0 and f> 0.0. If
both vertical and radial components have good signal- to-noise ratios, the

corrected source functions are obtained by averaging the contributions from

both components (i.e., gl g> 0.5) . The receiver function correction is
frequency independent and depends on the accuracy of the surface velocity and
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incidence angle estimates. However, since velocity gradients and surface

velocities are fairly similar from place to place, the receiver'unction
correction tend to be very close to unity,

Fre uenc -de endent Radiation Pattern

At low frequencies, nodes and lobes of the radiation pattern of an

earthquake are readily observed. At high frequencies, however, radiation
pattern nodes are far more difficult to identify. This is because minor
deviations from a planar fault and scattering from small-scale heterogeneities
tend to randomize the radiation pattern at high frequencies. Figures 6 and 7

provides illustrations of this effect. In Figure 6 are examples of the SV

waves (top) and SH waves (bottom) from the Imperial Valley earthquake recorded
at three stations. The recorded particle accelerations are shown, as well as

integrated velocity and displacement traces. The SV waves for these stations
are all located within a radiation pattern lobe and, with the exception of
some high-frequency detail, the waveforms and amplitudes are quite similar.
The SH displacements (bottom) clearly cross a radiation pattern node, with a

polarity reversal between AR3 apd AR5 and decreased amplitude at AR4. The SH

acceleration" trace at AR4, however, appears to be little effected by this
I

nodal position in the radiation pattern, with amplitude comparable to AR3 ands

Figure 7 shows the azimuthal amplitude patterns for SH and SV acceleration
records from the Imperial Valley aftershock. At the top of the figure are
some of the observed radial and tangential S-wave accelerograms (the data to
be used as empirical source functions). Also shown are the theoretical
radiation patterns for SV and SH waves from the vertical strike-slip fault.
Plotted as dots on these patterns are the peak amplitudes of all of the
observed SV and SH waves, normalized by the modulus of the horizontal
amplitudes ( the normalization removes site amplification effects) . While
polarity reversals are apparent, particularly in the SH data, the peak
amplitudes do not reflect nodes or lobes, but rather approach an average
amplitude independent of azimuth. At the bottom of Figure 7, the same data
have been low-pass filtered, excluding frequencies higher than 2 Hz. The
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normalized peak amplitudes now show distinct azimuthal trends toward nodes and

lobes. The SV waveforms at HOLT and BNCR and the SH waveforms at Array

station No. 4 provide the best examples of nodal character, while the SV wave

at Array station No. 4 and the SH waves at HOLT and BNCR clearly represent

radiation maxima.

While the frequency dependence of radiation pattern is clear, quantifying
the effect and accounting for it in ground-motion simulations is
problematical. Hadley, et al. (1982) assumed a 'waterlevel in the radiation
pattern, such that the theoretical values could not be smaller in absolute

value than 0.2. They corrected their empirical source function by its
theoretical radiation pattern value, and then multiplied it by the theoretical
value required for a particular fault element's radiation pattern. While

theoretical radiation pattern corrections are valid at low frequencies,
Figures 6 and 7 illustrated that such an approach may generate errors in
high-frequency amplitudes of factors of three or more.

Our approach is to incorporate frequency-dependent radiation pattern
effects empirically. We choose from a number of empirical source functions
based on their original location on the focal sphere. The empirical source

function used is the one whose low-frequency, theoretical radiation pattern
value is closest in absolute value to the theoretical radiation pattern value
required for a given fault element. Since no radiation pattern correction is
applied to the empirical source functions, the actual frequency-dependent

radiation pattern is included implicitly. The use of multiple empirical
source functions has the added benefit of providing additional samples of the

radiated source spectrum, while preventing a single recording from dominating
the resulting ground motions.

The distribution of radiation pattern samples provided by the Imperial
Valley aftershock empirical source functions is shown in Table 3. The

sampling of the P-wave radiation is rather coarse since most of the records

triggered on the S wave, but the range of values is adequate. There are many

observed SH and SV waves, and the SH radiation pattern is quite well sampled.
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Due to the strong velocity gradient in the Imperial Valley, all of the

recorded SV waves leave the source near horizontal, so the vertical radiation
pattern is poorly sampled. The result is that the total theoretical radiation
pattern values available for SV waves from this vertical strike-slip fault
range only between 0.0 and 0.6 in absolute value. Since the character of the

SH and SV waveforms is very similar for the Imperial Valley aftershock (see

Figure 5 through 7), we correct the SH waves observed with radiation patterns
greater than 0.5 to the SV receiver function, and use these to represent SV

source functions. This approximation effectively expands the range of
theoretical radiation pattern values available for SV empirical source

functions (these are listed in Table 3). Because the velocity gradient at the
DCPP site has an effect similar to that in the Imperial Valley (although to a

lesser degree), these SH-to-SV corrected empirical source functions are rarely
used in simulations for strike-slip faults. They become important for oblique
and reverse faults, however, as the take»off angle from the fault element

J

becomes more vertical. We feel that the use of these SH-to-SV corrected
source functions is preferable to simulations using only a limited range of
radiation pattern values, or to methods of. correcting SV observations to

0

larger radiation pattern values.

RUPTURE DYNAMICS

A ma] or advantage of the semi-empirical simulation method over purely
empirical methods is its ability to incorporate and to vary the
characteristics of fault heterogeneity or roughness such as asperities or
barriers. The problem is how to parameterize these characteristics
deterministically. The heterogeneity may be manifested as local variations
in: a) static slip, b) slip rate, or c) rupture velocity. It is possible that
all three are inter-dependent and that each contributes significantly to the

high frequency radiation. There is little agreement, however, in exactly how

these characteristics are physically related, and it is unreasonable to allow
them to vary independently. We have therefore opted to implement a simple
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model of fault roughness, in which static slip is specified deterministically,
~ ~while variations in slip rate and rupture velocity are incorporated

stochastically. More complete deterministic models of asperities or barriers
may be implemented if the relationships between parameters are found to be

physically meaningful.

Sli -distributio ~As er~it ~odel,

To specify the asperity distribution on the fault, each element is
assigned a weighting factor which is a discretization of the static slip
contours, normalized to preserve total seismic moment, An example from our

simulation of the Imperial Valley earthquake is shown in Figure 8. On the top
are the static slip contours (in cm) determined by Hartzell and Heaton (1983)

by inversion of local and teleseismic observations. Below this are the

normalized weighting factors for our discretization of this model. As may be

seen, the asperity is defined by the area of the fault with greater than

average static slip, and encompasses six fault elements in our model. For

simulations of ground motions at the DCPP site, the slip distribution may be

determined by analogy with the Imperial Valley earthquake or other observed

cases. Alternatively, the slip distribution may be defined by random numbers

whose spatial probability distribution is dictated by the local geology or by

analogy to other earthquakes.

~Soa in Considerations

Through dynamic similarity conditions, the length of the slip function
(or the rise time) of the simulated event is a function of the fault
dimensions. Kanamori and Anderson (1975) relate rise time to rupture
duration, or fault length (T 0: T - L/v~ ). On the other hand, Day (1982)

and Mikumo and Miyatake (1987) found that in numerical modeling, rise time is
proportional to fault width (T 0: W/v~ ). Geller (1976) relates fault length '

and width (L - 2W), and so makes rise time proportional to the square root of
fault area (T «x'chiz/p, where S is fault area), Since the end of the slip
function is caused by the healing of the fault (otherwise slip would cbntinue
indefinitely), rise time is limited by the time that the rupture front reaches
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che locked edge of the faule. In numerical models, rupture is stopped ac (at,

lease) three of the four edges of the fault, so fault width is che limicing
dimension. For large crustal earthquakes, however, rupture is likely
unlimited not only at the surface bue also at che base due to aseismic slip ac

depth (Scholz, 1982). In this case, fault length is the limiting dimension.

Since our simulated faults span the entire width of ehe seismogenic zone, and

cho aspect ratio of che fault increases with magnitude, we prefer tho Kanamori

and Anderson (1975) scaling of rise time. Using the proportionality constant

of Hadley, et al. (1982),

syrup7 cs

8 8Vp„p
(14)

Sinco ehe eax'thquako thae supplied the empi.rical source functions
resulted from rupture on a smaller fault, ics rise time fs shorter than that
of the simulated event. This means that we must lag and sum several of these

shox'eer slip function samples in ozder to generate the Larger ovone' slip
function. Circular rupturo is pxobably an adequate repzeseneseion of the

faulting of the smallex event, so rise eime is related to fault radius ox'he
square root of fault axea. Using the Gellez (1976) relation, the rise time of
the source function event is given by

16SQ

7n'P
(1S)

whex'e S is fault area and p is the shear velocity. The number of sub-sources

to be lagged and summed fox'ach fault element in ehe simulation is

Tnsrc (1<)

To preserve total moment, wa must scale ehe amplitude of oach sub-source

by ehe factor

(v.re„)
(N„~ N„~ nsrc)

(17)
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where M, end M«are the seismic moments of the simulated event end

sub-source, respectively, end N~ and N> are the number of feul elements along

strike end down dip, respectively. Xn the case of self-similarity between the

simulated and sub-source events, c 1.0.

ctIo Genarat

The form of the slip function at each point on the fault is assumed to be

a simple ramp (following Haskell, 1964), psrameterized by static slip and rise
time. hlthough more complicated slip functions have been proposed (e. g.,
modifications of Kostrov, 1964), all aro derived from simple models of stress
relaxation. We have opted for the simplest form. Stochastic elements ere

included in the slip function to minimize artificial periodicities due to the

riso time. of the sub-source (r), as well as to simulate roughness or variation
in tho instantaneous slip rate. Initially, we summed the nsrc sub-sources at
random times within the simulated event rise time (T), but this caused

arbitrarily rough slip functions due to tho bunching up of sub-sources Th&

'result was asperity-10ce, but uncontrollable. Currently, the sub-sources are

legged with a Gaussian probability distribution about, oqual intervals of the
sub-source rise time. That is, tho,response of the i]~ fau1t element using
tho ompirical source function Ss is

QV
s,i(t) Q s (t T,--t„)

e~ l
(18)

~laaao To lo Qus aaculvmfzod rupcure time and

v(@ ~ 2'~ - 1.5) (19)
where Q are the Gaussian random numbers defined previously. Thus, the
probability distribution of t is centered within increments of r followIng
T„with a width (at a particular confidence level) of 2r. An i.llustration of
the simulatod slip function is shown in Figure 9. Currently the probability

0
distributI.on I.s at the three standard deviation level, or 99.78 confidence
that t will fall within the interval (T, + (n-0.5)r, T, + (n+1.5)r). The

probability dI.stribution may be ad)usted to vary the roughness of the slip
function.
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A point of concezn in any Green' function summation approach to

simulating large earthquakes wes presented by Joyner and Boore (1986). If N

functions are randomly legged and summed, low frequencies will sum coherently

and scale as N, while high frequencies sum incohezently and scale es JN. To

preserve both low end high frequency levels, they suggest that N'~ functions
be summod, end that these should each be scaled by the factor N >~>. Even

using this suggested scaling, spectral scellaping causes the amplitudes

between the corner frequencies of the simulated end summed events to be
J

undezpzedictod (see Figure l0). However, the Joyner-Booze scaling procedure

may be of limited relevance to the simulations at the DCPP site. This is
because i.t is appropriato only for a point source, when e single function is
boing lagged and summed using white randomness, without variations in
amplitude 'ar arimuth. The suggested procedure would result in a groat
increase in computational effort (foz a magnitude 7 simulation using the

Imperial Valley source functions, N 720, so N ~s 6,453) . Finally, since
auz simulations are not constrained ta self-similarity, it is possible that
the total numbor of sub-sources summod (Nz Ny nsrc) may approach N ~ anyway.

Methods of simulating ground motions that aze dependent upon the

assumption of self-similarity (e.g., Irikura, 1983), necessarily assume

similarity in spoctral shape betweon the simulated event and the earthquake

that supplied the empirical source functions or Green' functions. This
causos some difficulty when the stress drop af th«smaller event is
significantly different from that, desired for the simulatod event. While ouz

method allows dopartures from self-similarity, it is preferable that th'ey be

minimal. Thereforo, simulations por farmed using the Imperial Valley
aftershock source functions (stress drap about 400 bars) were scaled to
approximate 100 baz stress drop source functions. This was done by applying a

filter to the observed records that corrects the assumed spectral shape of the

empirical source function to tho spectral shape dosizod. Specifically, the

fi.ltez was the ratia of Brune (1970) source functions with diffezent corner
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frequencies, applied in both amplitude and phase. After correction, the

empirical source functions were treated as having the same stress drop (1OO

bars) as the simulated event. Alternatively, we may treat the Zmpezia1. Valley

empirical source functions using their actual stress drop, scale the fault
element area and rise time appropziately, and allow the moment scaling factor,

c, to account for the differences in stress drop. Qe have implemented both

appraaches and obtained quite similar results. Because it entails fewer

"corrections" to the abserved records, however; the latter approach appears

best.

SEMX-EHPZRZCAL SYNTHETZC SEZSMOGMS

Each of the elements of the procedure for simulating ground motions at
the DCPP sit» have naw been introduced and discussed. Zn this section, we

summarize the simulation procedure.

Before running the simulation program, three preliminary stops are taken.

1) Thearetical Green' functions from the fault elements to the site are

computed using the generalized ray code, BOUNCE. We utilize symmetries in the

souzce-site geametzy to minimize the number af Green's functions required, and

store these in binary form. As long as the velocity structure model and

cnvrcessita geometry reauin unchangod, thcac need net ba recomputed.

2) Similar synthetic response functions are computed from the source to the

receivers that supply the empirical source functions (also. BOUNCE).

3) The empirical source functians are windowed, corrected for propagation
effects (program SCALE) and stored in binary form.

S L1

Within the si~lation program (RENORMA):

1) The first step is to discretize the fault and compute the azimuth and

distance along strike from a fault element to the rcceivez.
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2) This distance (in number of fault elements) and the faulc type (scrike

slip, oblique oz zeverse) are used to locate and read the appropriate Green's

function for that fault element.

3) The cocal theoretical radiation pattern is then computed using the azimuth

from the source-site geometzy and the ray parameter from the Green's function.
4) The appropriate P, SV and SH empirical source functions are located based

on chair theoretical total 'radiation patterns.
S) Receiver corrections are applied to the empirical source functions, and

chey are convolved with che theoretical Green's functions.
6) The rupture time is computed, including an element of Gaussian randomness.

7) The number of sub-sources, and weighting factors for desired static slip
and total moment are determined.

8) The total lag time is computed foz each sub-source. This takes into
account noc only th» sub-source origin time (with its Gaussian random

element), but also the stare times of the theoretical Green's functions and

the empirical source functions.
9) Lag and sum the PZ, PR, SVZ, SVR and SHT responses due to each sub-source

for che fault element.

10) These are then zotaced into the coordinates of che receiver. This is
necessary because zadial and tangential dizections change from one fault
element to another,
ll) Repeat steps 1-10 for the next fault element.

12) Sum the ground motions from each element to obtain the simulated
seismogzams due to the finite fault. These are plaited and saved for later
analysis.

~uumz uX Ea4f~n ~azu 2am1ina

At largo ranges, the vari,ation in radiation pattern across a given fault
elemenc is limited, so the choice of * simgle empirical source function to
represent radiation from that element is sufficient. hs the range decreases
toward the dimension of the fault element, however, a single source function
is an inadequate representation .of the distribution of radiation pattern
values within that element. This becomes a problem only for . the fault
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elements closese co the DCPP site. For example, for a vezcical strike-slip
fault located 5.8 km vest of the DCPP site, and using fault elements wich a 4

km horizontal dimension, the P-wave radiacion pactern from the closesc element

varies from 0,0 to 0.90, while SV varies from 0.0 to 0.41 and SH varies from

0.36 to 1.0, Using the same geometry, but with fault elements with 1.5 km

dimensions, ehe P wave radiation pattezn varies fzom 0.0 co 0.48, SV varies
fxom 0.0 to 0.17 and SH varies from 0.88 to 1.0.

One approach to minimizing the problem is to determine the range of
radiation pattern values by sampling a number of locations within a fault
element. A random diseribution of empirical source functions with radiacion
pattern values within this range may then be chosen fox'he sub-sources of
ehee element. Alternatively, ve could specify a finer disczetization of ehe

fault plane foz eLoments close to the site, and allow the scaling (with
departure fx'om self-similarity) to account for the diffex'ence in element area.

'NALYSIS OP RESULTS

One benefit of the semi-empirical simulation meehod used is that'he
results may be displayed in a vazieey of ways to illustrate how ehe energy
radiated as a function of time and space from the source, and how energy
incident ae a variety of azimuths and incidence angles interforee .at the site
to yield the simulated ground motion. Specifically, we have found two such
displays useful: spike-grams and time slices.

Spike-grams aze three-colored, ehxee-component plots that indicate che

amplitude and time of the peak P, SV and SH response fzom each fault element.
As an example, Figure 11 shows simulated ground motions for an oblique fault
geometry for a site 2 km from ehe fault center. Figure 12 shows the
spike-„.grams for this simulation plotted on the same time scale. Each spike
zepxosents the time and peak amplitude of che P (blue), SV (red) and SH
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(green) zesponses. Although difficult to glean from ehe black and white

reproduction, energy on the vertical component is evenly divided beeween ea ly
P wave arrivals and later SV axrivals, ehe North componene is dominated by SV,

while ehe East component reflects SH and SV energy arriving almost

simultaneously. In con]unction with the printed output, it is simple to

determine which fault element contr'ibueed a particular arrival. Also obtained

and pl'otted in Figure 13 are the azimuth (top) and incidence angle (center) of

P, SV and SH waves from each element, along with total P, SV or SH amplitudes

(modulus of the ehree components, bottom). This plot illustrates how the

azimuth and angle of incidence at the site evolve as rupture proceedes aczoss

ehe fault. Using toeal amplitude as a means of discriminating significant
arrivals, we see thae foz this example, the peak ground motion occuring
between about 8. 0 and 11. 0 sec after origin time arrives from * range of
azimuths of about 180'arying from nozehward to southwazd, and from a range

of incidence angles of about 30'entered on 20'. Clearly, ae the DCPP site,
ehe fault parallel (N) and fault perpendicular (8) components do noe reflect
SH and SV energy, respectively, and an assumption of a single azimuth and

incidence angle is a poor representation of energy incident at the site.

~Tm ~ ceg

This display illustrates the peek contribution of each fault element to
the three. components of simulated gzound motion within a specified series of
time windows, This may be considered the foxwaid modeling analog of the fault
imaging technique of Spudich and Cranswick (1984). Such a display is valuable
in evaluating the effect of different slip distribution asperity models on the

overall result.
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Table 1

REGIONAL CRUSTAL VELOCITY STRUCTURE

P Velocity S Velocity
(km/s) (km/s)

Density Thickness Q

(g/cm~) (km)
Qp

3.00
4.80
5.20
5.60
6.30
8.00

1.80
2.70
2.90
3.23
3.64
4.62

2. 40
2.50
2.60
2.70
2.80
3.30

0.30
0.60
1.40
9.80

14.00
h.s.

50
100
200

1000
2000
3000

25
50

100
500

1000
1500

* Estimate of Q structure necessary for the computation of
frequency-wavenumber integration synthetic seismograms.

Table 2

RECEIVER PARAMETERS FOR CALIBRATION OF GREEN'S FUNCTIONS

Station Range
'(km)

Azimuth
(0)

t

(sec)
t

(sec)

Ssl
SS2
SS3
SS4
SS5
SS6
SS7
SS8
SS9

SS10
SS11
SS12

6.14
8.35

11.56
15.15
18.91
22.75
26.64
30.56
34.49
38.44
42.40
46.36

109.0
136.0
149.9
157.5
162.1
165.2
167.4
169.1
170.3
171 '
172.1
172.8

.0066

.0071

.0079

.0089

.0098

.0107

.0115

.0123

.0131

.0139

.0146

.0153

.0228

.0246

.0273

.0304

.0334

.0363

.0391

.0418

.0444

.0470
~ 0494
.0519

Average . attenuation calculated for comparison with frequency-
wavenumber integration synthetic seismograms.





TABLE 3 EMPIRICAL SOURCE FUNCTIONS

STATION DISTANCE (km) AZIMUTH R~p Z'sv R~sh Xshsv~

No.l

N0.2

N0.3

N0.4

N0,5

N0.7

NO'. 8

N0.9

N0.10

N0.11

BNCR

BRAW

CALX

DIFF

24.3

18.3

14. 8

10. 4

10.7

8.9

9.6

10.5

12. 1

14. 1

12.7

25.6

11.6

10.0

27.9

18,4

22.8

5.9

345.5

322.0

300.1

284.3

277.0

262.4-

131.8

345.5

203.1

291.8

3 0.110 0.717

0,210 0.542

0.263 0.582

0.438 0.031

0.335 0.627

0.033 0.998

0.717

0.542

0.542

0.627

0.998

0.449 0.249 0.766

0 '05 0.413 0.319

0.392 0.070

0.308 0.426

0.070

0.426

0.112 0.629

0.328 0 '91
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8 is the absolute value of theoretically computed radiation pattern.

SV source function obtained from an SH observation corrected for.receiver
function (see text for details).

No P wave source function availible - recording triggered after P wave.
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Transverse Velocities (one-source) Radial Velocities (one-source)
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Randomization Of S lip Time FUnction
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Spectrum (light Hne) of the simulated event for a difference of two units in

moment magnitude between simulated event and subevent, compared to the u-squared

spectrum (heaig line) obtained as described in the text. Spectra are normalized to the

low-frequency level.
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